
 

DANCE INSTITUTE – COVID-19 POLICY & Waiver 
 
Holland Dance Institute, LLC (“DI”) will start offering limited group classes at its studio. Before               

participating in such classes (and in any private lessons that may be offered), we ask that you review and execute                    
this COVID-19 Policy to confirm your understanding and acknowledgment of, and agreement to, the following: 

 
1. DI is observing social distancing. Upon arrival students should proceed immediately to the studio and take a                 

position that is at least 6 feet from other students. Students are not allowed to linger in the lobbies, restrooms or                     
kitchen. 
 

2. Students should wear masks upon entering and leaving the DI premises, although the masks can be taken off                  
during the class.  Students should be dressed for their (first) class upon arrival (except for their shoes). 
 

3. Parents are not allowed to wait in the DI lobbies but should drop off and pick up the students. Students must                     
leave the DI premises promptly after class has finished. 
 

4. A student should not attend class if he or she (i) has a temperature, is feeling sick, or is coughing, (ii) has reason                       
to believe that he or she or a family member has been exposed to someone who has the coronavirus, or (iii)                     
prefers not to observe social distancing or not to wear a face mask in public. 
 

5. Students are required to inform DI if they have traveled in a plane or other mass transit, and DI reserves the                     
right to request that such student not attend class for two weeks. DI is hereby informing students that some of                    
the guest instructors may travel by plane to teach at DI. 
 

6. Only one student at a time will be allowed to use the restrooms. Students are expected to have washed their                    
hands thoroughly at home before entering the studio.  Use of the water fountain is not allowed. 
 

7. DI reserves the right to check the temperature of students, require them to go wash their hands or use hand                    
sanitizer, or implement any other practices recommended by the CDC or considered appropriate for the               
wellbeing of DI’s students and staff. 
 

8. Students are entering the DI premises and participating in their classes at their own risk. DI is not requiring any                    
student to participate in any of the classes and students will not be penalized for not attending class in person at                     
the studio. However, DI expects all members of its competition teams to continue to work on their development                  
and to practice in accordance with the expectations set for their team. 

 
I, for myself and/or, if applicable, my (minor) child, have read and understand the foregoing, and knowingly                 

accept the risk of my/my child’s participation in classes and/or lessons at the DI studios, including the risk of                   
possible exposure to and illness from infectious diseases, including without limitation COVID-19. In consideration              
for (my child) being allowed to dance at the DI studios, I, for myself and, if applicable, my minor child, hereby                     
release DI and its instructors, owner(s), managers, agents, volunteers, and employees from, and agree to indemnify                
and hold them harmless against, all claims (INCLUDING CLAIMS OF NEGLIGENCE), demands, actions,             
damages, liabilities, and expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees) arising out of or resulting from the use of,                 
and participation in classes at, the DI facilities (including, without limitation, the contraction of COVID-19). 

 
If I am signing on behalf of a minor student, I confirm that I have reviewed the foregoing policy with the                     

student. 
 
Name of student: __________________________________ Date: ____________ 
 
Name of parent/guardian: ____________________________  
 
Student, or if student is a minor, parent/guardian signature: _________________________________  
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